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FACT SHEET 1

When a suicide occurs, it can have a devastating effect on family 
members, friends and others who knew the person. 

You might not know what to say or what to do and you might think 
it is best to stay away for fear of saying the wrong thing or making 
the situation worse. However, it is better to reach out than avoid 
the discussion, as the silence of other people can reinforce the 
isolation, stigma and shame that family and friends may already 
be feeling. 

We now know that how we speak about suicide, and the way 
that we hold memorials and events related to a suicide death, 
can have real consequences for others in our community 
who may be vulnerable. This is called ‘social transmission of 
suicidal behaviours’ or ‘contagion’ and it can occur from unsafe 
communications, discussions, events and/or social media posts.

Here are some things your club can do and say to support 
club members when bereaved by suicide, and to help avoid 
unintentional impacts for others:

• When the news of a suicide is given, or a specific death is 
talked about in public settings, there is a chance that people 
can be upset or negatively affected. Plan how you will share 
news of the death in your club and how you will explain the 
suicide with care and sensitivity. Remember to always check 
first with the family or someone close before you make an 
announcement, and think about how you will provide follow  
up support to members.

• Think carefully about cultural considerations. Naming or 
sharing images of people who have died can cause great 
distress in some communities. Some cultures do not have a 
word for ‘suicide’ or do not acknowledge it in the same way. 
Always check first.

• Discussion of the death will occur in the club and the wider 
community, and speculation and misinformation can spread 
quickly. People will often want answers about why a suicide 
has occurred, which can lead to blaming a certain person or 
event. Try not to reinforce these views as suicide is complex 
and is usually the result of a range of factors and rarely due 
to a single event or problem. Correct any misinformation with 
facts that are safe to share – remembering that this should 
never include details of method, location or assumptions of 
the reasons why the death occurred. Avoid disclosing any 
content from a suicide note.

• Posts on social media are not the ideal form of communication 
about death. Sharing Facebook ‘memories’ (automated posts 
using historic pictures) and/or finding out about the suicide 
death of a friend or loved one on social media can be very 
distressing or triggering for some people. News of a suicide 
may lead others to share their own experiences of suicidality 
online. However, we acknowledge that this may often be the 
easiest way for the club to communicate, and can be a quick 
way to share information on supports.

• Avoid judgmental or inflammatory language in your club’s 
communications. Personal opinion or inaccurate information 
can be unhelpful to people who are grieving.

• If you hold an event or memorial after a suicide death, it is 
important to think about possible unintended impacts.

How to safely talk about suicide
Preventing social transmission of suicidal behaviours in your community 

Monitoring social media

If your sporting club has a social media page where 
players and members interact, posts by community 
members should be monitored. You may find that some 
people post, share or comment in a way that is unsafe 
or concerning, such as: 
• Graphic descriptions or images of suicide 

(including methods) or images that glamourise the 
person who has died

• Posts that use unsafe language or perpetuate 
myths or misinformation about suicide

• Statements that appear to deliberately seek to 
trigger difficult or distressing emotions in other 
people or that place blame or make others feel 
responsible for another person’s safety.

If you come across unsafe or concerning comments or 
posts, you should avoid arguing with users and instead 
consider: 
• Hiding the user’s post, if the platform allows it
• Making contact with the person (if you know them) 

to discuss the comment or post
• Reporting unsafe content to the relevant social 

media suicide prevention help centre, if available.
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Consider the language you use
Here are some specific suggestions to help your club talk safely about suicide.

DO SAY DON’T SAY WHY?

‘Took their own life’,  
‘Died by suicide’ or  
‘Made a suicide attempt’

‘Successful suicide’

‘Unsuccessful suicide’

‘The person is ‘in a better place’ 

‘The person is ‘free from pain and 
suffering’ 

or that people ‘will be seeing them 
again soon’ 

To avoid presenting suicide as a desired outcome or a 
way of dealing with problems

To avoid impressions that the suicide death is not final 
(particularly important for young people)

‘Suicide death’ or ‘Died by suicide’ ‘Committed’ or ‘Commit suicide’ To avoid associating suicide with crime or sin

‘Passing’ or ‘Passed by suicide’

Refer to the person as ‘Mr’ or ‘Ms’ 
‘last name’

‘Died’ or ‘Death by suicide’

Don’t use the first name of the 
person who has died

To avoid distress or disrespect for Aboriginal or Torres 
Strait Islander communities

‘Every life lost to suicide is a tragedy’ ‘Suicide epidemic’ or ‘Concerning 
rates of suicide’

Don’t describe suicide as ‘common’ 
or ‘more frequent’ among particular 
age groups or communities

To avoid language that increases anxiety or portrays 
the community as being a place where suicide is 
normalised

To avoid sensationalism and inaccuracy

‘Some people can be affected 
by hearing a description of what 
happened, so I’d prefer not to go 
into detail’

The person died by ‘method’ at 
‘location’

Conversations that include the details about the 
method or location of a suicide should be avoided. 
Talking in graphic detail about the method of suicide 
can create images that are upsetting and increase the 
risk of someone copying the behaviour.
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Memorials and events after a suicide death
Understandably, members may feel that they need to say or do 
something meaningful after a suicide - to make sense of the death or 
commemorate the person who has died. This is a very natural and 
understandable response.

When holding events or memorials after a suicide death, it is 
important to think about possible unintended impacts. 

Where possible, work with a professional to discuss the suitability 
of an event or memorial and how it should be managed. Online 
memorials developed by sporting clubs should be monitored 
regularly and particular care needs to be taken when linking 
fundraising to the suicide of a young person.

For further information refer to:

• Fact Sheet 2 – Sample communication messages

• Fact Sheet  3 – Useful resources 


